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� This is a growth model of a small open economy with political frictions.

� Neoclassical growth model augmented with two frictions:

� Limited commitment on the part of the domestic government (the government can ex-
propriate capital and default on its external debt).

�Political parties prefer spending to occur while in o¢ ce ! this creates a wedge on
how gov. perceives intertemporal tradeo¤s compared to opposition/citizens (motivation:
political disagreement between potential incumbents).

� The result: features of developing economies growth experiences. In particular: economies
with relatively high growth rates tend to have governments that accumulate large net foreign
asset positions ("the allocation puzzle") and economies with weak political institutions tend
to grow more slowly (smaller rates of convergence).

� Allocation puzzle: higher/faster growth accompanied by reduction in net foreign liabilities
(reduction in external debt) ! standard soe model: opening an economy to intl capital �ows
will speed up convergence.

� The paper rationalized this: capital will not be invested in an economy with high debt due
to the risk of expropriation.

� Environment:

� Time is discrete, runs from 0 to in�nity.

� Small open economy which produces a single consumption good, whose world price is nor-
malized to 1:

� International �nancial market: risk-free bonds with a constant return R:

� Economy is populated by: capitalists, workers and a government.

�Capitalists own and operate capital; their capital income is taxed;

�Workers provide labor, they do not have access to �nancial markets. They receive
transfers from government.

� Assumption: capitalists do not enter the government�s objective function: it is not crucial,
just convenient ! simpler trade-o¤ about expropriation.

� Capital is fully mobile internationally at the beginning of each period, but after invested is
sunk for one period. It depreciates at rate d:
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� Firms:
max
k;l

(1� �) (f (k; l)� wl)� (r + d) k: (1)

So

(1� � t) fk (kt; lt) = r + d; (2)

fl (kt; lt) = wt: (3)

� No disutility from labor. Total (domestic) supply normalized to 1: No international mobility.

� Preferences of workers: X
t�0

�tu (ct) : (4)

And budget constraint is: ct = wt + Tt:

� Government: � t (f (kt; lt)� wtlt) + bt+1 = Rbt + Tt:

� Political environment:

�N + 1 political parties.

�At each period, the government is under the control of an incumbent party that is chosen
at the beginning of the period.

�Fundamental assumption (Political Economy Friction): A party enjoys ct as e�u (ct) if in
power at t and as u (ct) if not in power at t; with e� > 1:

�Transfer of power: exogenous Markov process. The transition probabilities are indepen-
dent of expropriation (or not) and/or default (or not).

� p is the probability of staying in o¢ ce next period; q := 1�p
N the probability of regaining

power if not in o¢ ce this period.

� � := p � q = p�p
1�p where p =

1
N+1 ! the unconditional prob of taking o¢ ce. � is

an incumbency advantage ! the larger �; the greater the advantage that incumbency
confers in retaining o¤�ce.

� � := e�
pe�+1�p = e�+e�Ne�+N : The greater this ratio, the more relative weight an incumet puts

on spending while in o¢ ce, and the less inclined it is to delay spending.

� fcsg1t is evaluated, by the incumbent at t; as

Wt =
X
s�t

�s�t
�
��s�t + 1� �s�t

�
u (cs) : (5)

� Utility today is �u (ct) ; tomorrow we have � (�� + 1� �)u (ct+1) ; so discount factor is

�
(�� + 1� �)

�
< �: (6)

� As we compare t vs t+ 1 more into the future, the discount factor grows, till it reaches �: !
political incumbents behave similarly to quasi-hyperbolic agents ! time-inconsistency.
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� Equilibrium concept:

� Self-enforcing equilibria

�De�nition: A self-enforcing deterministic equilibrium is a deterministic sequence fct; kt; bt; � t; wtg1t=0 ;
with � t � � ; such that
(i) �rms maximize pro�ts given taxes and wages;
(ii) the labor market clears;
(iii) the resource constraints and no Ponzi conditions hold given some initial b0;
(iv) given deviation payo¤s W (kt) ; Wt �W (kt) ;8t:

� The SEE that delivers lowest payo¤ for the incumbent is the one where after any deviation
from the equilibrium allocation, the international �nancial markets shut down acess to credit
and assets forever ! government is forced into �nancial autarky.

� This SEE is: after any deviation, gov sets � t = � and investors set k such that:

(1� �) f 0 (k) = r + d: (7)

� If the incumbent deviates, he will set � t = � today, therefore payo¤ from deviation is

W (k) = �u (c (k)) + �

�
� (� � 1)
1� �� +

1

1� �

�
u (c (k)) ; (8)

where c (k) = f (k)� (1� �) f 0 (k) k:

� (Constrained) E¢ cient allocations:

V (b0) = max
fct;ktg

1X
t=0

�tu (ct)

s:t: :

8<:
b0 �

P
t�0R

�t (f (kt)� (r + d) kt � ct)
Wt �W (kt) ;8t

k � kt;8t (means � t � � ;8t)
: (9)

� FOC:

(ct) : 1 = u0 (ct)

2664 (�R)
t

�0
Impatience

+
tX

s=0

(�R)
s �t�s
�

limited commitment

+
tX

s=0

(�R�)
s
(� � 1) �t�s

�
incumbency

3775 ;8t � 0;(10)
(kt) : �t =

f 0 (kt)� (r + d)
W 0 (kt) =�

: (11)

� FOC consumption:

� Impatience: Usual intertemporal trade o¤: if R� = 1 keep it �at, if R� < 1 decreasing
path.
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� Limited Commitment: Raising consumption in t relaxes the IC for all periods < t:
Re�ects backloading: if R� = 1; the term is increasing in t; and therefore pushes con-
sumption to be increasing.

� Incumbency: if � = 1 there is no "political distortion", this term dissapears. If � > 1;
increase in c further relaxes IC by an extra (� � 1) :

� FOC capital:

�Absent commitment problems (�t = 0) ; k would be at its �rst best: fk (k�) = r + d; as
taxing capital is ex-ante ine¢ cient.

�With limited commitment, a zero tax may not be self-enforcing.

�Recall that as t ! 1 the hyperbolic discounting dissapears, and therefore kt ! k� if
R� = 1 and � <1:

� Every time IC binds, �t > 0 and we add a positive term to the FOC of consumption. This
generates a force for increasing consumption over time, which relaxes the IC.

� R� < 1 ! kt ! k < k� : Suppose k = k�; if individuals are impatient (�R < 1), there is a
force to bring consumption to the present. This would a¤ect t+10s incentives, and would make
expropriation more attractive. By reducing a little bit the stock of capital we counterbalance
this force.

� Dynamics:

� They study the linear utility case: u (c) = c: This will provide an upper bound to the speed
of convergence around the SS for concave utility.

� Result 1 : when there are no political disagreements (� = 1) or political turnover (� = 1) ;
then the economy converges to SS in one period.

� Why do political frictions slow down convergence? Because each incumbent views the future
di¤erently: intertemporal tradeo¤s are evaluated di¤erently by the incumbent.

�Case � > 1 : quasi-hyperbolic discounting (when � = 0). Set also �R = 1: Incumbent
at 0 is willing to move consumption from t to t + 1 (decrease ct by 1 and increase ct+1
by 1

� in order to sustain more capital at t + 1) and so does every incumbent at s < t:
But the incumbent at t is strictly worse o¤: reduction of � and increase of 1 < �: So,
postponing consumption does not weakly increase capital in all periods, as it does when
� = 1: Back-loading cannot sustain SS capital immediately (after the initial period).

�But why is capital increasing? Consider the same perturbation. Utility of incumbent at
t+1 raises by �; so we can increase discounted period t+1 income. Incumbent at t falls
by �� + 1; so net income has to fall. It pays to postpone spending at the margin for
kt+1 < k

�: kt decreases, kt+1 increases.

�For large � this cost su¤ered by incumbent at t is very large, and very little consumption
can be taken away from him ! growth is smaller here. More costly is to save or pay
down debt quickly.

�Disagreement makes allocation dynamic even in the case of linear utility.
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� If �R = 1; k1 = k�: If �R < 1; k1 < k� and k1 decreases with � (and �).

� Rate of convergence (around SS):

ln

�
yt+1
yt

�
� �

�
1� �
�

�
ln

�
yt
y1

�
: (12)

� Path for debt: opposite movements in the stock of capital ! as the economy growths, the
capital in�ows decrease (allocation puzzle). Debt decreases to avoid expropriation.

� SS debt to income ratio: is decreasing with political frictions: "debt intolerance": many
advanced economies exhibit very high debt to iincome ratios without apparent di¢ culty,
while developing economies have debt crises at much lower debt levels.

� Aid versus Debt Forgiveness.

� Quantitative analysis: results are reasonable about di¤erences in �: (What is �?!).
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